
Women of
substance
Once noted only for their
appearance today s First Ladies are
being recognised for their social and
community welfare effort
THERE was a

time when a

First Lady s outfit
generated more
interest than the

issues she addressed The

world didn t pay much
attention to her social or
community effort
Not anymore Today First

Ladies are being recognised
as women of substance The
change is perhaps a result
of what economists term
critical mass
Increasingly more wives

of presidents and prime
ministers around the world

are using their privileged
positions to take on weighty
causes

They are helping the fight
against HIV AIDS putting
women in the centre of

crisis management ensuring
that children have access
to food and education and
ensuring that women are
not discriminated against
Malaysia s own Datin

Paduka Seri Rosmah
Mansor wife of the Prime
Minister has adopted the

development of children as
her personal mission
She set up the Permata

programme of early
childhood education in
2007 She is also the prime
mover behind the Inaugural
First Ladies Summit 2010
Themed A Child Today

A Leader Tomorrow the
summit aims to provide
children with an optimum
environment in which

they can realise their true
potential
To be held here from Oct

11 to 13 the summit has
attracted about 20 First

Ladies and 10 ministers
from around the world
All the First Ladies

attending The summit
are actively involved in
empowering marginalised
communities in their home
countries A large number
are also championing
numerous children s causes

Some of these outstanding
ladies are featured here

Lorna Golding Jamaica
Golding proves that First

Ladies not only have the
potential to bring about
change but that age is
no barrier to personal
development
The grandmother

recently went back to
school to pursue formal
studies in early childhood
education She is also the
driving force behind the
Jamaica Early Childhood
Foundation JECF which
she set up with other wives
of Jamaica s Labour Party
Members of Parliament
JECF provides improved

services and resources
for all Jamaican children
regardless of gender or
background
It is the vision of the

JECF to empower every
Jamaican child to develop
his or her full potential and
to contribute positively to
national development In
addition to joint initiatives
each minister s wife—
including Golding —has
adopted a school in her
spouse s constituency
and organises events to
raise funds to improve its
facilities and resources
The JECF was set up in

early 2008 when Golding s
first grandchild was born

As I watched him grow
it became apparent that
all Jamaican children
should have access to the
same kind of nurturing

environment to support
their growth and total
development she says
What worries Golding

is the fact that girls enter
primary school with a better
attitude than boys She feels
it is because of different
expectations of girls and
boys

Girls tend to be more

closely supervised and
are expected to be more
disciplined They are usually
given greater responsibility
and are not allowed to
leave the yard whereas
boys tend to find the skills
they need to survive in the
tough gang influenced life of
urban centres
The JECF aims to redress

this imbalance It hopes
to touch the lives of both

girls and boys by improving
their social physical and
psychological development
from birth to the age of
eight
Already the JECF has

supported the expansion
of libraries establishment
of nutrition programmes

creation of computer labs
and expansion of resource
centres

The JECF supports the
Jamaican Government s

National Strategic Plan
for Early Childhood
Development a
comprehensive programme
that guides Jamaica s
approach to early childhood
education over a five year
period from 2008 to 2013

Natalie Michel Seychelles
Michel worked in the

tourism industry prior to
becoming First Lady Now
her focus has shifted to a
cause closer to her heart

The protection and well
being of children in need of
special attention
She founded the Children s

Homes Foundation in 2006
which operates with the
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tagline For the love of our
children to provide support
to vulnerable children
The foundation manages

the largest home in
Seychelles the President s
Village which has more
than 50 children and also
supports other children s
homes run by the Roman
Catholic Diocese
Believing in the

importance of a family
atmosphere that is
accepting and congenial
Michel makes sure the
homes offer an environment
where children feel loved
nurtured and safe This is
more so for children who
have been abused and

neglected
Taking such children into

account the First Lady
promotes a wide range of
interactive activities such
as art and reading These
help to heal emotional
or psychological wounds
and build the children s
confidence

Michel engages the
business community in
much of her work for the
Foundation With their
funding she is able to
take on several additional

projects
One area of focus is

children with autism
She has linked up with
various international
and local partners to
make a difference in the
lives of these children

This year she has also
undertaken to support a
number of children with

life threatening medical
conditions

To assist her in her

advocacy Michel recently
appointed two Children
Ambassadors to speak on
behalf of their peers She
also leads a team of full
time staff and an executive
committee working for the
Foundation
Michel s enthusiasm is

so contagious it has even
infected the spouses of
diplomats who have formed
the Diplomatic Spouses
Association Seychelles DSA
Their focus area Children
and related projects of

course

Thandlw Banda Zambia
Zambia s First Lady is a

history and political science
teacher who strongly
believes in the multiplier
effect of educating and
empowering women
Her main areas of focus

are food security and the
prevention of mother to
child transmission of HIW
AIDS

It is impossible to
address HIV AIDS without

addressing food security
There is a close relationship
between HIV AIDS and food

security in that while HIV
AIDS causes poverty in
many African households it
is also true that poverty oils
the wheels of HIV AIDS
The First Lady has said

it is her wish to see women
take a leading role in
reducing food insecurity
and poverty She is involved
in setting up mentoring
programmes to empower
girls in rural areas with
life skills build their self
confidence and instil a
passion for success

I m sensitive about
the information needs
of Zambian women An
informed woman is able to
make meaningful decisions
for the well being of her
household and the entire
society benefits from that
she says

Women need access to
information so that they
may take advantage of
business opportunities I am
a strong believer in women
networking with women
At a gathering of African

First Ladies for a health

summit in Los Angeles
last year Banda talked at
length about how skilled
healthcare is crucial to
pregnant mothers and
how access to services
could make the difference
between life and death
when it comes to having a
baby

Sometimes a woman
dies because her health
attendant does not have a
bicycle she says
As an ambassador of

the White Ribbon Alliance

for Safe Motherhood
Banda recently rallied the
government and private
sector to support the
launch of the Campaign for
Accelerated Reduction of
Maternal Mortality in Africa
Carmma in Zambia The
programme was launched
in June

The First Lady also seeks
to empower thousands of
Zambians — bothmen
and women — inthe
agricultural sector
Banda who holds an

advanced diploma in
Information Technology
Studies from Edith Cowan
University in Australia has
collaborated with the Food
and Agriculture Organisation
in Zambia to carry out a
sustained programme in
conservation agriculture
The programme is turning

round many people s lives in
the country — and notjust
economically

Sia Nyama Koroma Sierra
Leone

Koroma is affectionately
referred to as Mother of
the Nation in Sierra Leone
She is the country s most

determined champion of
improved healthcare for
mothers and children
One of her most notable
initiates has been setting up

the Sierra Leone chapter
for the Campaign For The
Accelerated Reduction
of Maternal Mortality in
Africa Carmma which she
launched
The programme is

targeted at improving
maternal healthcare and
reducing neonatal and child
mortality rates all of which
remain particular areas
of concern across much of
Africa
Carmma s slogan is
No woman should die
giving birth and the First
Lady who comes from a
prominent political family
and holds a Master of
Organic Chemistry aims to
reduce infant and maternal
mortality rates by 30 per
cent by year end
This she believes can be

done simply by ensuring
better trained midwives

and accelerating access
to hospitals for vulnerable
pregnant mothers
At the launch of Health

Week in May Koroma
reiterated the importance
of healthy mothers and
children saying they form
the backbone of a healthy
and prosperous nation

We know that when
women survive childbirth
their children grow up safe
and strong Healthy women
mean healthier families

healthier communities and
healthier nations We know
maternal mortality can be
reduced not in the time of
our grandchildren or our
children but in our time
said the First Lady in a
commentary published in
the Huffington Post last
year
Alongside efforts to

strengthen healthcare
systems she has launched a
campaign to tackle cultural
norms and gender issues
which influence maternal
health
The Women s Initiative For

Safer Health Project Wish
has set out to improve
women s reproductive health
and increase then decision
making role

We need to change
attitudes and behaviour and
engage with traditional and
religious leaders to effect
change at the local level
where decisions to seek
medical care are taken
says Koroma

Change of course begins
with the young And the
First Lady is well aware of
the fact She has initiated
the Attitudinal Change in
Schools Flaxis programme
to promote gender
empowerment and create
a generation of Sierra
Leoneans different from the
past

We want to restore core

values in society Values
should be encouraged
because children are the
future leaders I go to
schools and have one
on one relationships with
the pupils I give them
scholarships to encourage
them to be serious with
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their learning This will
provide good citizenship
and build character and

resistance to corruption
and other evils in society
she told Cocorioko a
Sierra Leone newspaper
So what does being

called Mother ofThe
Nation mean to this
dynamic woman

I just want to help
create a Sierra Leone
where people live healthy
lives and get a good
education I also want to

see a Sierra Leone where
women are empowered
and educated to make
informed decisions she
says

It is
impossible to
address HIV
AIDS without
addressing
food security
Thandiwe Banda
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